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March 22, 2016 
 
 
 
 
Re: Express Wells Database – MDR version 
  
 
 
Dear Express Data Client, 
 
 
The March 2016 build of MDR-Expo - our PPDM 3.7.1 version of the Express wells database is now 
available on the Express Hub in Oracle format and in SQL Server 2008 format as a 3 DVD set. 
 
We continue to make improvements to the data since the Saskatchewan Ministry of the Economy 
switched over to the new Integrated Resource Information System (IRIS) in December.  Thanks to 
clients and users for continuing to help us identify issues with the Saskatchewan data. We have 
corrected numerous issues in this release.  Here is a short list of some of the corrections that have 
been made since the last release: 
 

1. Ensure that discovery dates for discovery wells in reserve records match final drill dates of 
the matching well records.   
 

2. Ensure that there are no wells in SK marked as ‘inactive’ 
 

3. Increased the producing formation count in PDEN_PR_STR_FORM by incorporating 
enhanced formation tops into the Producing Formation Calculator.  This has added over 100k 
new producing formations. 
 

4. Added missing WELL.RIG_RELEASE_DATE and WELL_LICENSE.CONTRACTOR for some 
SK wells.  This information was being captured at the well origin level instead of the wellbore 
level from the raw data and this has now been corrected. 
 

5. Some SK wells were missing CURRENT_STATUS_DATE at the completion level.  This has 
been corrected. 

 
6. Confirmed that detailed log types are no longer available in IRIS.  There are now 9 distinct 

and fairly generic log types available 
 

7. Some completion dates were missing for SK wells 
(WELL_COMPLETION.COMPLETION_DATE).  This has been corrected. 
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We continue to receive valuable feedback from customers regarding issues/enhancements 
with our new Express well database and we thank you for that.   
 
As always, if you do have any questions/concerns regarding any of the above, or any other issue, please 
feel free to contact myself or Karen Nunns.  We thank you for your ongoing support and business. 
 
Thank you 
 
 
Best regards, 
 
 
 
 
Peter Ciavarella 
Managing Director, CWD Inc. 


